Abstract. Actor agents in a virtual reality and interactive drama must deliver a believable performance. This is challenging and many issues need to be resolved. One prominent problem is that the goals of a character in an emergent interactive drama may conflict with demands for coherency in the drama's progress. We propose an approach to resolve this that uses Object Oriented Bayesian networks and intelligent agents with dual roles: an actor role focused on the dramatic goals of the story, and a character role focused on believable actions in line with the character's personality and goals.
Introduction
The larger environments and grander stories in the newest games titles lead to an increasing need for intelligent characters with which the player can interact. These autonomous agents need to be able to respond to player actions fluently. This requires highly scalable techniques for partially observable environments in fast expanding game worlds. Probabilistic methods based on emergence rather than planning and pre-scripting, are more suitable because of their scalability and computational efficiency.
The agents need to respond in a coherent way to the user and the unfolding story. The experience should be similar to that of an audience member stepping onto the stage and taking a full part in a theatre play, with the other actors improvising rather than following a pre-authored script [8] . This interactive drama needs to conform to a specific intended drama genre, (for example; mystery, comedy, romance), and follow an expected dramatic arc to enhance the user experience. One specific problem occurs when the goals of a character directly contradict the needs of the drama. For example in an interrogation situation with a character's goals being to conceal motive, means and opportunity to preserve believability, ( not to appear guilty). If the character is skilfully played by the autonomous agent then she can manage to avoid revealing clues which are necessary for the resolution of the mystery. This would be disastrous in a game as it would lead to unsolvable mysteries and quests, which would frustrate the user.
In this article we address this coherency problem by incorporating both actor goals and character goals with each individual agents. Actor goals are needed by the agent to ensure a coherent drama. Character goals are needed by the agent to ensure a believable performance. We draw on lessons from improvisational theatre. Bayesian networks (BNs) are used as the agents' decision mechanism. The proposed methods are scalable and satisfy the need for real-time applicability. Our example case is an interrogation scene which is reminiscent of that in a mystery play.
The reason for choosing BNs is that they provide a means of calculating utility based on probabilities in a highly efficient manner. In addition they can easily be extended to allow for an efficient way of calculating Nash Equilibria [9] . BNs are flexible and very scalable when using Object Oriented Bayesian networks (OOBs) [10] .
Improv
In improv, actors commonly use simple rules [15] and games that focus their efforts on joint goals [16] . For example, one rule is to never block or refuse other actors, another rule is to try to support your co-actors performance. Spolin's games [16] aim at concentrating actors' efforts on a specific goal to lead to a united effort towards achieving it. For example, the actors may act out a job interview several times, and each time they play their roles they may try to play a character that has a different level of confidence. For example, first they may play a very confident interviewer and with an interviewee who lacks confidence, following which they may switch so that the interviewer lacks confidence but the interviewee is very confident. We extend these improv techniques by having the agents assist each other within each scene so that they are free to play out their roles and fulfil their character goals. Because agents can pass messages between themselves (where actors cannot), the agents can contradict each other without this being a blocking action, because both agents will be in agreement that this will advance the drama.
Bayesian Networks
For efficiency reasons we use Bayesian networks to implement the reasoning of the interactive drama agents. The networks are manually authored for the example domain, which is a common practice when creating Bayesian networks for specific tasks [14] . The Bayesian networks build on previous work [2, 3] The network is divided into small objects, such that every node along with its parents is an object. This facilitates the option of calculating only the value of the relevant nodes each time. Additionally objects are grouped into larger objects which can be chosen by the author, for instance "suspect object" or "weapon object". This provides context for the reasoning algorithms, as they can use these larger objects to limit the search space.
The Approach and Algorithm
Our approach consists of defining autonomous agents that have dual roles, namely actor and character roles. A fully realized drama needs to fulfil both requirements of the overall drama consistency, progressing along the dramatic arc, and to fulfil expectations of engaging believable character portrayals. The goals of the drama have a dual nature, and this needs to be taken into account by the autonomous agents. This means that the agents have the same dual goals -consisting of actor goals preserving drama consistency, and character goals preserving character believability. Both types of goals constitute the overall drama goals.
The core idea behind our approach is for the agents' request aid from other agents when there is a conflict between their actor and character goals. We present the algorithm in pseudo-code in figure 1 , and then explain it in the context of our case study which is an interrogation scene. In our case study the user asks the suspect, played by agent (A1): "Do you have a motive?". A1 has two goals relevant to this example: an actor goal of maximising the motive's value for state true and a character goal of minimising the motive's value for state true (see figure 2) . These goals are explicitly declared before the drama begins. We now explain our algorithm in detail, in the context of this case study: -First A1 maps the sentence to the corresponding motive variable in the OOBs. This is passed to the Stimuli() function (see line 1 in figure 1 ). It is mapped to (motive 0 ) because that is the representation of the motive variable being true for the agents in their knowledgebases, i.e. the respective agent having a motive for the crime. -A1 then queries the knowledgebase with (motive 0 ), retrieving a set of speech actions from the parents of the variable queried, (see figure 2) . For example the variable revenge 1 in 2 could be phrased by the suspect as: "I had nothing to revenge for". -A1 compares each speech action to the current goals when querying the knowledgebase. The character goals have a higher priority than actor goals to ensure believability of the character. In our example the character goal of concealing motive will have priority, meaning that A1 will choose speech actions that conceal A1's motive. The Bayesian net is causal and facilitates precisely this type of reasoning. The query will return all speech actions that will decrease the value of (motive 0 ), as shown in figure 2. In this figure some classical motives are shown. If any of the variables are true then the motive variable becomes true. When the algorithm is given "motive" as a seed to search from, it will retrieve all of the parents. For each of the parents it tests which state of the parent (when instantiated) will satisfy the current character goal. -A1 then randomly picks one of the resulting speech actions. -When A1 executes an action that has goals which conflict with A1's actor goals then A1 will send a request to another agent (A2) for assistance (see line 10-15 in figure 1 ). The algorithm, (see line 13 in figure 1 ) compares actor goals with character goals where the variable names match. If the states do not match then there is a conflict, for example (motive 0 ) != (motive 1 ). -A1 randomly picks an agent who is on the scene to assist. A1 uses the PickActor() function (see line 14 in figure 1 ) to pick one actor agent to request a response. The PickActor() function returns a random agent. Unless there is already an active helper. This function keeps track of the chosen actors to ensure that the same one is not continuously returned.
-When A2 receives the request for a response, A2 does almost the same as A1 did, except that A2 queries her knowledgebase in reference to A1 rather than herself. The agents have a theory of mind which means that they maintain a knowledgebase containing their expectation of the knowledgebase of other agents, and the user. -A2 has the same actor and character goals as A1. This means that A2 has an actor goal of revealing the motive of all other agents, but only to conceal his own motive. She will thus return speech actions revealing the possible motives for A1, pick one at random, address it to A1, and execute it. -When actor agents execute an action they send it to all other actor agents. A2 marks this specific speech act as addressed to A1 so that A1 can recognise it and possibly respond to it if she finds something relevant to say. -A1 recognises the response because it is marked as addressed to A1 by A2.
-A dialogue has started between A1 and A2. This will continue until either: the topic is exhausted; or A1 stops contradicting A1's actor goals.
Results
We used the virtual reality environment Second Life( SL) [11] to run our tests. In SL the user can create avatars and interact in a very free way with the environment. We use a C# library, libsecondlife [12] that allows us to implement our own agents. These agents log into SL as avatars and can act like any other avatar (such as those controlled by men).
We implemented an example of the interrogation scene. In which the user can interrogate a suspect and see the other actors start to aid the actor being interrogated in revealing motive. This is shown in the accompanying video clip (which can be seen online at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfxz5RbmnFE)
To facilitate the input/understanding of speech we use a simple place holder system which recognizes certain keywords in user input and matches it to variables and states in the agent's knowledge base. The user speaks to the characters in Second Life using the local chat provided by Second Life, and the agents respond in the same manner. The responses are formulated by scripting a sentence for each state of the variables. An example in which the user "Valla Haggwood" asks Lydia whether the victim was blackmailing her is shown here: -Valla Haggwood: Was Snorri blackmailing you Lydia? -Lydia Philipp: Snorri was not blackmailing me.
-Kenneth Dawid: Snorri was blackmailing Lydia, Snorri knew all about Lydia's secrets, Lydia has deep dark secrets. -Lydia Philipp: I'm sure Snorri knew nothing, I have no secrets.
The agents' response are buffered by 5 seconds so that the user can follow the interaction, and to ensure that the gestures seen in the video clip are in sync with the text.
Related Work
The main contribution of this paper is the proposal and realisation of the actorcharacter duality. This means that an agent has dual roles, i.e. it is simultaneously an actor and a character, and for each role the agent has specific goals which can conflict. Our proposed algorithm is specifically designed to address the conflicts between the character and actor goals. Additionally we give support for the claim that Bayesian networks are highly suitable for the domain of interactive drama. The main techniques previously applied are Planning, primarily STRIPS which is PSPACE-complete [5] , and search, primarily A-star [4] .
Within the fields of interactive drama and emergent story generation there has been previous research into the use of improvisation to facilitate coherency of autonomous agent actions in emergent architecture for instance Louchart and Aylett [13] and Swartjes and Vromen [17] . In our research improv is mainly used to structure the agents' actions by using the rules discussed in section 2, which ensure that agent should support and not block each other.
Bayesian reasoning has been used in research in many other fields. AllenWilliams [1] recently showed that Bayesian reasoning and learning is specifically suitable for agents in partially observable environments which need to make fast and optimised decisions, such as those which would be needed among rescue workers on disaster sites.
Although much previous research has been focussed on multi-agent systems and coordination as can for instance be seen in [18] , none of this work has considered the duality of character and actors which we propose.
Summary and conclusion
In this paper we address the need for scalable reasoning techniques for intelligent agents in an emergent interactive drama. We propose that Object Oriented Bayesian networks are a suitable choice to approach this challenge.
We discussed the need for coherent behaviour when character goals conflict and even contradict the needs of the drama. Our proposed algorithm uses intelligent agents with dual roles (actor and character), each with its own distinct set of goals. In our approach, the agents cooperate to resolve the conflict between the needs of the drama and the need to play believable characters.
The algorithm provided is real time applicable, as shown by the example in the video clip. In fact, the system response needs to be delayed to sync it with gestures displayed and to give the user time to understand/follow the action.
